Job Description

Are you looking for the flexibility of a relief schedule with the security of a permanent position and full-time benefits? Fredericksburg SPCA’s Locke Community Medical Center in Fredericksburg, VA is looking for two veterinarians to join the team with a new schedule offering – GP Flex. GP Flex allows you to develop professional experience as a general practitioner with a flexible schedule to balance life outside of work. **We offer all brand-new state of the art equipment not limited to but including digital full-body x-ray technology, digital dental x-ray technology, ultrasound machine, oxygen concentrators, heated surgery tables, surgical equipment, anesthesia machines and all new in-house IDEXX Laboratory equipment.** Fredericksburg SPCA Locke Community Medical Center offers sick and wellness, high volume spay and neuter surgery, dentals, eye inoculations and limb removal surgeries. We see on average 8,000-10,000 animals (cats & dogs only) annually.

We have TWO positions available:

Our first veterinary position is for a veterinarian who is a skilled surgeon and can perform high volume spay and neuter surgeries, eye inoculations and limb removals preferably and has a passion for shelter animals. Pay range depends on the number of shifts per week: $90,000-$150,000 per year. + performance bonuses.

Our second veterinary position is for someone who loves to see public patients and can have the experience similar to owning their own practice without the administrative burden that accompanies it. Our staff provides all the necessary support including scheduling appointments, managing support staff, financial accounting and reporting, so you can focus on providing the highest quality of care to your patients. Don’t like to talk money with patients, no problem as that is what our support staff are trained to do! Pay range depends on the number of shifts per week: $90,000-$150,000 per year + performance bonuses.

Are you a veterinarian who has student loans? As a federally recognized non-profit entity, The Locke Community Medical Center is a qualified employer eligible for Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF). Ask us how!

About Fredericksburg:

Fredericksburg is centrally located between our nation’s capital, Washington, D.C., and our state’s capital of Richmond, Virginia. It is truly a magical place! The region is home to endless outdoor activities from relaxing or walking along the Rappahannock River, boating, biking, and fishing. Submerge yourself in our area’s preRevolutionary history or shop at local artist boutiques in the heart of historic downtown Fredericksburg. We are a short drive to the beach or a short drive to the mountains! This small town has inspired a long list of artists, authors, poets, and chefs. Come let Fredericksburg inspire you!

Benefits:

This position offers a schedule allowing for a great work/life balance - GP flex, which consists of 12 shifts per 4 weeks. You will also be eligible for base compensation + performance bonuses, medical, dental, vision, 401K, generous CE allowance, reimbursement for membership dues and license fees. Additionally, if you would prefer to work 16 shifts per 4 weeks we would discuss a higher compensation package.